w,(x) -.. jxl'expf --Q(x)) (XEX I> --I)
with a smgularity at the origin and non-compact support. The proof requires an inequality reducing weighted integrals of polynomials o%cr L! to integrals over compact intervals. with Q(X) chosen as x'"!2k [2, . Nevai [ 15, 171 and Sheen [ 19. 201 have successfully handled the cases k = 2 and k = 3, respectively, where, as in much of Freud's work. estimates of the Christoffel functions gave crucial information needed in bounding the orthogonal polynomials. Freud also used the bounds to find weighted Markov-Bernstein-type inequalities [3] when Q is a Freud exponent (set (2.1)). Recently Lubinsky [9] 
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In this paper we will investigate the Christoffel functions of Freud-type weights that have a singularity at the origin, that is, weights of the form w,(x) = /xl "exp( -QW (-03 <x< +a& r> -l), with Q(X) being a Freud exponent. We intend to use the estimates given below to find the asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials associated with these generalized Freud-type weights. The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section II we define our notation; Section III contains the statements of the main results; Section IV is the proof of the integral inequality; Section V contains the derivation of the bounds; and, lastly, Section VI relates qn (see (2. 3)) to the largest zero and to the ratios of leading coefficients of the orthogonal polynomials associated with these weights.
II. NOTATION
The following notations will be observed throughout. Q(x) will be called a "Freud exponent" when Q is an even function and satisfies: (i) Q'(t)>O, Q"(t)>0 for t~(0, co), (ii) Q"(t) is continuous on R, (iii) Q'(2t)/Q'(t) > c0 > 1 for t E (0, co), (2.1) (iv) tQ"(t)/Q'(t)<c for t~(0, co).
The weight function, w,(x), will then be w,(x) = lxl'exp( -Q(X)}. The polynomials orthonormal with respect to w, are pn(wr; x) =ynxn + ... , denote the greatest zero of p,(x) by xln(w,) and let
For n suitably large let q,, be defined by the equation qn Q'(qJ = n (n > 4. By P,, denote the set of all polynomials with real coefficients of degree at most II. The generalized Christoffel functions of the distribution dp are (see Nevai [16] , where they were first introduced) i,,(dp; X) = inf [I ln(r)i~d~!i)/l~(x)IP]-REP.-1 R We note that, for the special case p = 2, the following identity is well known (e.g., Freud [S, Theorem 1.4.11:
Denote by c1,c2,... positive constants independent of x or n.
III. THE MAIN RESULTS
The first result is the main tool with which the bounds were obtained.
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q(x) be a Freud exponent and qn be as defiined in (2.3), then for a fixed 6 > 0, and p, r such that 8 < p < CO and pr > -1, there exist constants p = p(B) E (0, l), c = c(e, r), and > 0 so that for all n > no,
where z(x) E P,.
Remark. The above inequality can be significantly sharpened using the techniques of Potential Theory (e.g., see Mhaskar and Saff [14] ). We have e methods used for simplicity of exposition since they do OdtKX arp enough for the purposes of the following theorems. e also note that using qn -qno for n < no and standard compactness arguments we can extend the inequality to n = 1, 2,....
With this "Infinite to Finite Range" inequality in han we can proceed to the main results, upper and lower bounds of the generalized Christoffel functions; Nevai [ 18) was the first to use the method of reducing weights over the real line to compact intervals in order to estimate the Christoffel functions. THEORER~ 3.2. Let Q(x) be a Freud exponenf with qn as defined in (X3), let 0 < p < co and pr > -1, then, for w,(x) = Ixl'exp( -Q(x))~ for every E, 0 < E < 1, there is a constant A = A(E), independent of x and la, such that where B is the constant of Theorem 3.1. Remark. We note that from the definition of Freud exponent, (ii) Q" continuous is used for the lower bound but not for the upper bound while (iii) Q'(2t)/Q'(t) > c0 is used for the upper bound and not the lower.
The relation of qn to the polynomials pn(wr; x) (see Freud [IS] ) is seen in By the continuity of /./JLP norms and the independence of the constants upon p, the limit as p + CC may be taken and the inequality holds for o<edpm.
V. PROOFS OF THE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS OF THE CHRISTOFFEL FUNCTIONS
First, we shall require a technical lemma Since Q" is continuous, Q(t) = Q(X) + Q'(x)(t -x) + Q"(c)(t -x)2/2 for some 5 between t and X, but, since Q is a Freud exponent, lQ"(c)] < c,n/q$ and thus (iii) holds. B
We are now in a position to determine the lower bound.
Proof. (Theorem 3.2) . Let p > 0, tix r such that pr > -1, and let II > 12. Then so that Using Nevai [16, Theorem 6.3.251 we have, for 1x1 < &Bqn (0 < E < l), Al,,(w,P; x) 2 Aw;(x)lq,lnlC1+ ~(q,l~)(ml)lPr.
I
Now we shall construct the polynomials to estimate wO(x) for the upper bound. where X,-~(X) E lF'n--2, the last equality holding by virtue of orthogonality.
Now integrate by parts
Since w,(x) is an even weight, p, is an even/odd polynomial as IZ is even/odd, req., therefore Combining (6.1) and (6.2), the result follows. Remark. When Q is an even polynomial of degree 2m then q,, -n1r2m and given that A,(w,) = a,(w,)/(n 'jZrn) has a limit, it is an easy calculation to find the value. Following the method of Freud [4] we integrate j~X(x) A-~(X) w,(x) d x in two ways (as in Lemma 6.2) and we arrive at the recurrence relation for a,(~,) n + r sin*(nrc/2) = 2a, f kdzk ?*i" ~~~-'p,Jx) p,-1(x) w,(x) dx k=l -00
where Q(x) = C d2kx2k; now, noting that the "order" of each of the integrals is -CZk _ r,kan 2k-1 (Ci,j being the binominal coeffkient), we tind lim a,(w,)l(n 1/2m) = (2m d2,,,C2,,-l,m)-1'2m n-00 which is consistent with the Freud conjecture [4] (recently proven by A.
Magnus Cl1 ] for the case Q(x) = x2*, also see Magnus 1121, where Freud's conjecture was discussed for Q(x) = IxJr, r > 1).
